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Cognitive Behavioral and Brief Therapy 
Using the Enneagram – Nine Personality Types

Benefits to Professionals in Learning the Enneagram
Each personal paradigm or Enneagram personality has dramatically different ways of thinking, 
defending, and taking action.  The styles are logical and easily understood. This personality is a result of 
adaptive skills created in direct response to how we perceived our parenting adults in childhood. The 
instrument has been normed through research via authoritative psychological instruments.

OBJECTIVES: 

• Learn to identify unconscious patterns that trigger reactions and drive coping mechanisms 
through the person’s Enneatype. 

• Observe and illustrate the Enneatype via the self-scored instrument. 

• Detach attention from adaptive habits and focus on healthy forms of  the innate values beneath 
the defensive or immature system of  beliefs and behaviors. 

• Assist clients to implement their strengths by offering a description of  their personality at its 
highest level of  health. 

• Individuate from coping habits imposed by Type to approach issues from the learned behavior 
perspective rather than labeling them as flaws in the true Self. 

• Understand personality to help people accept personal differences and to become more 
confident and more effective. 

• Uncover latent talents and abilities which relate to purpose and mission. 

Each Enneagram immediately gives an understanding of  a 
personality style and can also offer such depth of complexity 

that it reflects the uniqueness of an individual.
-Heather Carlile

Each Type has Nine Levels 
of Health or Development



 

 

THEORY OF PERSONALITY: Getting to know the Enneatypes gives you insight into the 
default personality and helps you immediately understand the three general types of positive and 
negative motivation. Each of the styles has core desires which underlie communicating with others, 
getting what they want and making decisions.

The Enneagram is the most comprehensive theory of personality. It reveals clearly and in detail 
how different people view the world. Learning about the Enneatypes gives us the ability to honor 
personal differences and sustain personal and business relationships with family, friends, clients and 
coworkers. The Enneagram helps remove blocks to success toward reaching full potential.

FOCUS ON TALENTS: Create your own Enneagram Personality Style Map to learn the 
application of the natural quality of abilities and how to expand them in your clients. Discover new 
ways in mentoring people to: 

•Accept and master strengths 
•Define and quiet limiting fears or self-doubt 
•Emphasize basic desires 
•Strengthen a healthy sense of  self  and of  talents. 

BETTER COMMUNICATION: Learning the Enneagram immediately gives you insight into 
how you can help others understand themselves more accurately and also helps you say things in 
the manner which assures you are properly understood by your clients.

SOLVE PROBLEMS: Help your clients discover their personal style and key characteristics. 
Each of the nine styles is defined by its: basic tendencies, greatest strengths, natural limitations, 
preferred communication style and defenses under pressure. This knowledge allows you to select 
those components of stress management which are most beneficial to each client. Show them how 
to:

• Increase their understanding of  other styles 
• Identify and minimize potential conflicts with others 
• Create a motivational environment most conducive to quality of  life. 

Using The Enneagram 



INSTRUCTIONS 

How to Create Your Enneagram 

SELF-SCORING INSTRUMENT: Determine your 
Enneatype by completing the questionnaire online. Go to 
heathercarlile.com and use the blue link on the Enneagram 
page (see the very bottom of  the home page). 

The fee is just $10 at the Enneagram Institute website. Please 
answer ALL of the 144 questions on the RHETI (Riso 
Hudson Type Indicator) for a good point spread. Relax with 
the questions which may both be like you or neither one is like 
you. Just make your best choice. 

Keep in mind your authentic relaxed self as you answer the 
questions (not how you are at work or with others in an 
adaptive state). You may forward your scores via email to 
Heather at heatherc@heathercarlile.com and you can make an 
appointment to discuss them with her in person or via 
telephone.*

Examples of 
Heather’s 

Mastery Maps 
for plotting the 

scores. Overlay for 
couples showing 
the relationship 
between two 
Enneagrams.

*The Enneagram Institute also has a free quick test which may be used for a limited time workshop.

Online Test

http://www.heathercarlile.com
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The Nine Enneatype Personalities:

THE PARADOX: In each personality we find the talents and the blockages, both a system of 
abilities and a system of self-sabotage. When we become curious or questioning about our 
frustrations or recurrent habits and seek the underlying truths in our personal style, the most 
accurate and logical avenue is understanding our Enneatype. The nine Enneatypes reveal the 
specifics about the motivations which strengthen us and also the roots of the defenses which 
confound our goals and our growth. 

EXAMPLE: Each type is named and described in the Gift state, a system of abilities as well as a 
Shadow state, a system of self-sabotage. For example, the number One is named The Reformer who 
is rational and principled in the Gift state and The Perfectionist who is too orderly and self-righteous 
in the Shadow state.

A LITTLE OF ALL . . . BUT ONE TYPE:  The Enneagram shows how much of each of 
the nine types comprises each basic personality. However, the default system of talents and 
weaknesses lies in just one of  the types.

1 Reformer/Perfectionist
• rational, principled, orderly, self-righteous

2 Helper/Caretaker
• caring, generous, possessive, manipulative

3 Achiever/Performer
• adaptable, ambitious, image-oriented, hostile

4 Individualist/Tragic Romantic
• intuitive, individualistic, self-absorbed, depressive

5 Thinker/Observer
• perceptive, original, provocative, eccentric

6 Loyalist/Questioner
• engaging, responsible, defensive, anxious

7 Enthusiast/Epicure
• enthusiastic, accomplished, excessive, manic

8 Leader/Challenger
• self-confident, decisive, dominating, combative

9 Peacemaker/Mediator
• receptive, optimistic, complacent, disengaged.

Using the Enneagram is both exciting and somewhat overwhelming: it takes us beyond psychology into so many other 
areas of human endeavor.  It is ancient yet modern; personal yet universal… scientific and objective…
-Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson, authors of The Wisdom of the Enneagram: The Complete Guide to Psychological and 
Spiritual Growth for the Nine Personality Types.  

I wish to acknowledge and express my humble gratitude to Don Richard Riso and Russ Husdon for the 
information which has helped me over the years of my work in assisting most of my clients and students.
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Heather Carlile is known as a futurist and a wizard of  human 
nature.

She began teaching and facilitating for individuals and corporations 
starting in 1993. Her personal quest for growth began over 40 years 
ago. She is a pioneer with a passion for virtue, identity, gender and 
purpose. 

Heather’s private practice is in Richardson, Texas where she specializes in depth psychology, 
marriage counseling and mentoring. Her unique transpersonal philosophy, which she uses to 
relieve anxiety, depression, confusion, guilt, anger and grief, integrates archetypes and 
spirituality with classical psychological techniques. Her work includes seminars on stopping 
self-sabotage, virtuous character, parenting, personality (through the Enneagram), and 
grieving. Heather is also a professional speaker and corporate trainer with a special focus on 
interaction, facilitation and good humor in her presentations on healthy lifestyle, relationships 
and change management. 

She is the author of several study guides, handbooks and the ReWriting Your Future  mentoring 
course. She created and co-facilitates Designer Marriage with her husband in classes and on the 
radio.  

Heather offers a free online Q & A live broadcast every Wednesday at 8:00 PM Central Time 
from her personal video channel called the Red Room.

Originally a Canadian from the Saskatchewan wilderness, Heather’s passions include her 
husband, composer, Jack Waldenmaier, photography, dinner parties, painting, jazz, new 
classical music, opera, Argentine Tango and volleying philosophical musings with other 
cultural creatives.  
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